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The aim of this paper is to give new central limit theorems and invariance principles for +-mixing 
sequences of random variables that support the Ibragimov-Iosifescu conjecture. A related conjec- 
ture is formulated and a positive answer is given for the distributions that have tails regularly 
varying with the exponent -2. 
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1. Introduction and notations 
Let {X,},, be a sequence of random variables on a probability space (0, K, Pj. Let 
FI: = (T(X, ; n s is m), 1 c n s m < ~0. We say that {X,}, is &mixing if 4, + 0, 
where c$,, is defined by 
4, = sup sup 
miN cAiF;“,P(A)fO,BtF~+,,,) 
IP(BIA)-P(B)I. 
We say that {X,}, is p-mixing if p,, + 0 where pn is defined by 
Pn = sup sup 
rniN (/tLZ(F’;‘),piLz(~,~,,,,,,l 
IcorrU g)l. 
It is well-known that p,, G 24!,/‘. 
We denote by S, = C:=, Xi, ~2, = var(S,), b, = El&(. Define the random elements 
W, and Gn in D[O, l] endowed with the Skorohod topology (see Billingsley, 1968, 
p. 101) by 
Wn(t) = S,,1rJo,, tE[O, 11, nEN(, 
*&)=S,,&‘%,J, tE[O,ll, HEN 
where [x] denotes the greatest integer function, and X0 = 0. The aim of this paper 
is to investigate the weak convergence of W,, (when second moments exist) or of 
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@n (when second moment is infinite) to the standard Brownian motion process on 
[0, 11, denoted by W in the sequel. We shall denote by I(A), the indicator function 
of A, the weak convergence by *, (a,) - (b,), means (a,/&) converges to 1 as 
n + co and < replaces Vinogradov symbol 0. For typographical convenience some- 
times S, will be also denoted S(n). The mixing coefficients associated with a sequence 
{X,,}, will be denoted by &({X,,}) and p,({X,}). N(O,l) denotes the standard 
normal distribution. The norm in L,, will be denoted by 11 . II,,. 
It is known that (Ibragimov, 1971, Theorem 185.1) a strictly stationary d-mixing 
sequence with u’, + cc and EIX,]‘+’ < 00 for some 6 > 0 satisfies the central limit 
theorem (CLT), and the weak invariance principle (WIP) (Ibragimov, 1975). These 
results are considered only steps in establishing the truth of the following conjectures. 
Conjecture 1.1 (Ibragimov and Linnik, 1971, p. 393). Let {X,,}, be a strictly station- 
ary, centered, &mixing sequence of random variables such that EX:<cc and 
ai ---$ 00. Then $/a, s N(0, 1). 
Conjecture 1.2 (Iosifescu, 1977). Let {X,}, be as in Conjecture 1.1. Then 
S,,l,/U, A w. 
Herrndorf (1983) showed in Remark 4.3 that, if there exists a strictly stationary 
&mixing sequence with o’, -+ cc and lim inf,(aE/n) = 0, Conjecture 1.2 is not true. 
Peligrad (1985) proved that both conjectures are true under the assumption 
lim inf ui/n # 0, that reduces the study of the above conjectures to a study of the 
variance of the partial sums. Moreover, in the same paper it was also established 
that the weak invariance principle for +-mixing sequences is equivalent (in one 
direction assuming 4, < 1) to the Lindeberg’s condition. By a result of Denker (1986) 
the CLT for the class described in the conjectures is equivalent to the uniform 
integrability of {$/a~}, and by Peligrad (1985) this is equivalent to uniform 
integrability of {max,,;,, X3/o’,},. (For one of the implications (+), we assume 
4, < 1.) This result points out the importance of the maximal summand for the CLT 
under the +-mixing assumption. 
We think that Conjectures 1.1 and 1.2 are not the most general results one can 
expect for a @mixing sequence. The classical CLT for i.i.d. sequences of random 
variables does not require the existence of the second moments. Instead it is assumed 
H(c):= EX:I(IX,I~c) (1.1) 
is slowly varying as c -+ 00. 
Samur (1984) extended this result to some strictly stationary sequences which are 
d-mixing with a polynomial mixing rate. Bradley (1988) extended the classical result 
from i.i.d. to strictly stationary sequences that are p-mixing with a certain logarithmic 
mixing rate and with p, < 1 and Shao (1986) proved a weak invariance principle 
for this situation. 
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Dehling, Denker and Philipp (1986) obtained a general CLT for strong mixing 
sequences using as a normalizing constant v’$ b,,. Hahn, Kuelbs and Samur (1987) 
obtained a CLT for +-mixing sequences with the maximal terms deleted. All these 
facts and the Theorem 2.1 below, are motivating us to think that the following 
conjecture might be true. 
Conjecture 1.3. Let {X,}, be a strictly stationary centered &mixing sequence of 
random variables satisfying (1.1) and +r < 1. Then @,,, -% W. 
Remark 1.1. There are at least two situations of interest when it is easy to verify 
(1.1). First when EX: < ~0 and second, when P(IX,I > x) is regularly varying with 
the exponent -2, i.e. 
P(lX,l> x) = ll(x2h(x)) (1.2) 
where h(x) is slowly varying as x -+ ~0. (For the proof that (1.2) implies (1.1) see 
Ibragimov and Linnik, 1971, pp. 82-83.) 
We shall prove here the truth of Conjecture 1.3 under condition (1.2). 
2. The result 
Theorem 2.1. Let {X,,} be a centered, strictly stationary, &mixing sequence of random 
variables satisfying (1.2) and 4, < 1. Then @,, 3 W. 
In order to prove this theorem, we analyze first the properties of the maximal 
term max,,,,, IX,/, when the sequence is +-mixing, and we prove that the size of 
the tail distribution of max,,,,. lXil is comparable to that one of the associated 
i.i.d. sequence denoted by {Xz} (e.g. Xz has the same distribution function as X, ; 
see Proposition 3.1). 
This result allows us to estimate the moments of maxr,;,;, IX,1 which appears to 
be an easier task than to estimate the moments of the partial sums ((3.14), (3.15)). 
Moreover, we use this result in order to get lower bounds for the moments of partial 
sums independent of the &mixing rates. 
We denote by a, = Q( 1 - l/n), where Q is the quantile function defined by 
Q(u)=inf{x,P(IX,I~x)~u}, O<u<l. 
We prove for instance, (Proposition 3.3) that max,,,,, EIS,I 2 a,. This result sug- 
gested us to use a truncation at a level depending on a,, that was essential in proving 
Theorem 2.1. 
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3. Preliminary results 
We group here different results from the theory of maximum of i.i.d. random 
variables, and mixing structures that will be used later on. 
Let {XE} be the i.i.d. associated sequence of {X,}. Denote F(x) = P(lX,l G x) 
and a, = Q( 1 - l/n) where Q is the quantile function. It is well known that: 
(i) Under (1.2), a, = n “2 h”( n) where i(n) is a function slowly varying at infinity. 
(ii) We write xF = sup{x, F(x) < 1) and without loss of generality we assume 
xF = ~0, because if xF < 00, the CLT and WIP follows by Ibragimov (1975). 
(iii) Under (1.2) and XF = ~0, 
nP(IX,I > a,) -+ 1 as n-+co. 
(See Leadbetter, Lindgren and Rootzen, 1983, p. 18.) 
(iv) Under (1.2) and xF = CD, max,, I-;n IXTl/a,, converges in distribution to the 
type II: exp( -x-‘) if x > 0,O if x s 0. (See Leadbetter, Lindgren and Rootzen, 1983, 
pp. 10 and 17.) 
(v) Under (1.2) and xF = CO, for every LY < 2, 
E ,2iat IX*l”/uf -+ 2 x’1m3 exp(-xp2) dx 
(according to Pickands, 1968). 
(vi) Under the same hypotheses by Billingsley (1968, Theorem 5.4) it follows 
that for every (Y ~2, (max,,,,, IX~I/U,,)~ is uniformly integrable. 
(vii) It is easy to see that for every x positive 
P ,2,it-“, lx:l>x 
( _ > 
~nP(IX,I>x)P 
( 
max IW~x . I-__iS;n > 
(For a similar relation see Lai, 1977, (3.28).) 
(viii) By (vii) and the definition of a, we get 
E max IXTl> 
Isisn 
(l-(l+nP((X,I>x))-‘)dx&,. 
By the proof of Lemma 3.4 in Peligrad (1982) the following result is obtained. 
Lemma 3.1. For every L,-stationary, centered sequence of random variables and for 
everynzl, 
‘ok?, n 
ESf,~8000 n (l+p([2”‘])nEXf. 0 
,=, 
The following is a combination of Lemma 3.1 and relation (3.7) from Peligrad 
(1985). 
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Lemma 3.2. Suppose for some m EN and a, real, 
#++ max P(IS,-Sil>$a,,)s7)<1. 
,ZZ;l’rl 
Then for every a 3 a,, and n > m, 
P max IS,[>6a 
I-_-i-;!I > 
s77(1-7jp’P max lS,I>2a 
,- I_ n > 
and 
+2(1- 71~’ i WC > al(2m)) 
I-1 
P(lS,l> 3a) d 7(1- 77)~1~WnI > a) 




The following lemma comes from Peligrad (1982, Lemma 4.2). 
Lemma 3.3. Let {X,}, be a L,-stationary sequence of centered random variables. Zf 
a = b + c, where a, b and c are integers, then, for every i 2 1, 
(l-p,)((T;+af)-c ,~a2~(l+Pi)(a2h+ff‘f)+c, (3.3) 
where C, < 2Oofi’ + 124 o, i( ai + a:) “‘, and for every p c m, 
(1-pp,)“*0;,~c7,+c~ (3.4) 
where C2 G 2a, i. 0 
Proposition 3.1. Suppose {X,,}, is a strictly stationary sequence of random variables 
and let {Xz}, be its associated i.i.d. sequence. Then, for every x and every n 2 1, 
(i-4,)P ( ,y’,;tl,XT>x > ( SP max X>x I-i- n > 
C(1+4,)P 
( 
max XF>x . 
I--,-s” > 
(3.5) 
Proof. In the sequel we shall use the following notation: 
N’,-, = max X,, Nz= max XT, 
2x;%n I- I--Cl 
B = P(X, G x), A=(l+&)P(X,>x), A* = (1 - &,)P(X, > x). 
By the definition of the C#J mixing coefficients we have 
P(N,,>x)=P(N’,_,>x)+P(N’,_,~x,X,>x) 
~P(N~~,>x)+(P(N~~,~x)+~,)P(X,>x) 
G A+ P( N;_, > x)B 
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whence, by iteration, 
Now, by similar arguments, 
P(N,>x)~P(N~_,>x)+(P(N:,-,~X)-~,)P(X,’x) 
2 A* + P( N’,_, > x)B. 
Whence, by iteration, 
This concludes the proof of this lemma. 0 
We mention that the right hand side of the relation (3.5) makes sense for every 
stationary sequence {X,,},, and establishes a certain property of maximality that 
the independent random variables have among all other structures. It is easy to see 
that a first consequence of relation (3.5) is P(N,, > x) G 2P(Nz > x), whence by 
integration, 
for every non-negative and non-decreasing function g. Also, 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
The left hand side of (3.5) has a meaning only for 4, < 1. In order to use 
(3.5) when we know only that lim,,,, 4,, < 1 we give here a kindred relation. For 
every p S n, 
(1 - &)P(W,,, > x) G P(N, > x) Gp(l+ &7)P(NFn,p,+, > x). (3.8) 
Proof of (3.8). It is easy to see that 
SP(N,>X)GPP max 
Oc-k=[n/pl 
Now (3.8) follows from Proposition 3.1 and by the definition of 4,. 0 
Proposition 3.2. Let {X,,}, be a sequence of random variables, L,-integrable (where 
q 3 1). Assume 4, < 1. Then, there is a constant C = C(4,, q) such that 
E ,F~%; lSily G C ,T-,“_“, EIS,(’ for every n 2 1. Y< 
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Proof. Let So=0 and O<&<l-4,. Denote by ~,,,,(E)=F~“~IIS~-S~I~~. Define 
and set 
E,={M;_,<x, Sk-d,,k(e)~X}, BI, ={S,-S,+d,,~(E)~O}. 
By Chebyshev’s inequality, for every k, 1 s k d n, we have 
P(B,)=P(S,-S,~d,,(s))~l-e. 
By the definition of 4,, 




Whence, by (3.9), 
P(MZax)G(l-F--,)-‘P(S,sx), 
and this relation gives 
P max Sj*x+2F” 
( ,=;c-fI 
max I~Sj~l,)~(l-~-dl,)~‘P(S,,Bx), ,r=;:.n 




,<i*:n max l/Sillq) G(I-E-~,)~‘P(IS,~ZX). *$;=?I 
Integrating with respect to x from 0 to ~0, we obtain 
E 
CC 
max IS,( --2~-“~ 
ISiGH ,T:‘;“, llsil14)‘)” ~(~-F-c$,)~‘EIS~[? 
Whence 
E max ISilqs C max ElS,l”, 
,c-,=n ,-:,=I? 
where C=((1-~-_,)~‘+2’~-‘)2~~‘. 0 
Proposition 3.3. Assume {X,,}, is strictly stationary, and 4, < 1. Then there are two 
positive constants D(c#I,) and d(4,) such that 
max El&l 2 DE ,yit; IX?13 da,. 
,=i=n c< 
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Proof. For every x20, it is easy to see that 
(3.10) 
Therefore, 
E max IX,1 s 2E ,$,a; PI. ,s,s-n 
This relation in combination with Proposition 3.2 and (3.7) gives the first part of 
this lemma. The last inequality follows by (viii). 0 
4. An auxiliary theorem 
In order to prove Theorem 2.1 we shall give a preliminary theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Let {X’,“‘},, n = 1,2,. . . , be a family of &mixing sequences such that 
for every p and n, &,({X:“‘}) G +,, (where +,, ---z 0). Assume that for each n fixed the 
sequence {X’,“‘}, is centered and L,-stationary. For every 1 s j G nput S.j”) = xi_, Xin’, 
S, = S’,“‘, (ur))2=var Sy’ and u’, = var S,. Assume that for every E > 0, 
n ‘-F<U(T2n when n + ~0, (4.1) 
E(X\“‘)*< nF when n + 03, (4.2) 
5 : E(Xj”‘)2z(lX:“‘l> &cTn) ---z 0 asn-+oo. (4.3) 
n ,=I 
Then $$,/a, % W(t). 
Remark 4.1. The theorem can be proved in a more general form, the family {X’,“‘},, 
n = 1,2, . . , can be replaced with a triangular array {X’,“‘}, k = 1, . . . , j,, n = 1,2, . . . , 
and the definition of &mixing triangular arrays can be given as in Samur (1984). 
In this setting the conditions (4.1)-(4.3) become: For every E > 0, 
aZ, =var Sj,,>(jn)‘-F, 
E(X’,“‘)2sj,‘, 
and the conclusion is S[~,,‘,, /a,, * W(t). Moreover, the condition that the rows are 
L,-stationary can be replaced with weaker forms of stationarity, and & - 0 can be 
replaced by the pair of conditions pn -+ 0 and lim & < +. The proof of such a 
theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1. However we here prefer to prove 
Theorem 4.1 which is simpler in form, but general enough for the purposes of 
Theorem 2.1. 
In order to prove Theorem 4.1 we need the following result. 
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Proposition 4.1. Let {Xy’} be us in Theorem 4.1. Under (4.1) and (4.2) for every 
tE [O, 11, 
((T~~:]/cTJ2+ t as n + co. 
Proof. The proof of this proposition has two steps. 
(1) First we prove it for any rational t E [0, 11, t =p/q, with p and q integers. Let 
0 < E < i. We write n = mq + 1 with I < q. Note first that, by taking in (3.3), u = n, 
b = mq and c = 1, because by (4.1) and (4.2), E(X~“‘)‘/a~ - 0 as n - a, we get 
(n) 
cmy - c, as n-+co. (4.4) 
Now by an induction argument after taking a = mq, b = m(q - 1) and c = m in (3.3) 
and taking also into account (4.4) we get 
(flEJ)‘- q(a’,“‘)’ as n -3 Co. (4.5) 
Now, by (4.4), (4.5) and (4.1) we have ((T!,“‘)‘P n’-’ as n + 00. So once again by 
(3.3) and an induction argument we obtain 
(a),“,‘)‘-p(~z’)* as n--f a. (4.6) 
As a consequence a$ > n I-‘. Taking now in (3.3) a = [rip/q]]] b = mp and c = a -b, 
because c s p + 2 we get 
aj&, - o!z; as n-+cO. (4.7) 
Whence by (4.4)-(4.7), 
fim (~1::~jy~lfln)2 =plq. (4.8) n-s 
(2) Now let i be a real number and let t‘, be a sequence of rational numbers so 
that t, --f t. It is obvious that 
I~;::, - a:“,:,,1 s +;,~tnr,,]. 
If in (3.3) we put a =[nt]-[nt,], b=[n(t-t,)]+2 and c=4 we get 
Lim [fl~“,&tnr,~/flti - ~L.,I/Q,~ = 0. n-u: 
The desired result follows if we prove that 
!,$” lim sup o[~JI/a, = 0. 
n-m 
(4.9) 
This last relation follows because, if a is an integer such that 2-‘-r < c s 2-“, we have 
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Therefore 
lim sup (atzil/a,)* s 2-a+’ s 4C 
n-co 
and (4.9) follows. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. In order to prove this theorem we shall verify the conditions 
of Theorem 19.2 of Billingsley (1968). First of all WL = S[~~,/CT,, has asymptotically 
independent increments (see the proof of Theorem 20.1, Billingsley, 1968). Obviously 
EWL = 0, and by Proposition 4.1, for every t E [0, 11, E ( Wi )’ -+ t as n + ~0. By a 
careful argument involving Proposition 2.1 and Remark 3.l(ii), in Peligrad (1985) 
it follows that (&/a,,)* is uniformly integrable, whence by Proposition 4.1 it follows 
that (Sjzj,/a,)* is uniformly integrable for every t E [0, 11. It remains to verify the 
tightness condition. 
By Billingsley (1968, Theorem 8.2) formulated for random elements of D we have 
only to verify that (given E > 0), 
If we put (for given 6 and a), 
by (3.1) for every 0~ i G l/6 - 1 we have 
By Chebyshev’s inequality, (3.4) and L,-stationarity, 
(4.10) 
By Proposition 4.1, (4.1) and (4.2), 
Also by Chebyshev’s inequality, 
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By summing the relations (4.10) and taking into account (4.11) and (4.3), for every 
E > 0, we obtain 
1(6~) G &(l - 95,,,)‘1(2~) for every m large enough. (4.12) 
By letting m + ~0 we get Z(B) = 0 for every e > 0. This ends the proof of the 
theorem. 0 
5. Proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Now for a given A > 0 we define the following variables: 
XL,, = X,I(lX,l5 ha,,) - EX,Z(IX,I G Au,), 
X:,, = X,I((X,l > Au,) -EX;I([X;j > ha,), 
s:,,= i XL,,, s:, = s:,, 3 x,, = i xt,, , ,-I ,=, 
bL,, = ElSL,jI, C,, = El.%,, I, X,,, = b:, b;,, = b;, 
ah, = (var S:,,,) “I, (T:,,, = a:, . 
Lemma 5.1. 
Proof. By (vii) for every x 2 Au,,, 
P 
( 
,$2X, IX:’ I > x 
> 
2 c,nP(IX,I ’ XI (5.1) 
where 
c,=P max /XTISAu,, . 
,-_,_;n > 
Because by (v) for some B > 0, E max,,,,, IX:1 c Bu, we get c, 2 1 - BA-‘. There- 
fore, by integrating in (S.l), we get 




E ,m,a; IS:,, I =S nEIX:,,I s 2nElX,lZ{lX11> Aa,) 
and the result follows by (5.2) and (vi). q 
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In the following A is fixed but arbitrary satisfying 
sup E ,m,r=t IS:,, I/a, c 16 
n 
where d is defined in Proposition 3.3. This is possible because of Lemma 5.1. 
Lemma 5.2. There are two constants A and B, depending only on the mixing coeficients 
and A and not depending on n such that for every n sufjiciently large, 
a; 2 Aa,, and ((~;)‘a B max ((~1,,,)~. 
Is,-:n 
by Proposition 3.3 and by the way A was chosen, we have 
max EISkij 2 +da, 
I;_is.n 
for every n, 
and as a consequence 
* 
max (T:,,~ 3 iDa,,. 
IS-p”” 
Now by (3.4), for every p s n and every i 2 1, 
c7; G= (1 - pi) “2Cr;.p - 2i(Tl,,, . (5.3) 
Whence 
17; 2 i( 1 - p,)“2L3a, - 2iaL,, . (5.4) 
Now by (i), a,, = n”2L(n) where h”(n) is a function slowly varying at infinity. Note 
that (1.2) implies (1.1) (see Remark l.l), and so by the properties of slowly varying 
functions, for every E > 0 and n sufficiently large, 
(ui,,)‘= E(X’,.,)2s EX:(I(jX,ISAa,) 
s EXfZ((X,l< An”‘+‘) = H(An”‘+‘) < n’. (5.5) 
The first inequality in the lemma follows now by (5.4) and (5.5). The second 
inequality follows by (5.3), (5.5) and the first inequality. 0 
Lemma 5.3. For every E > 0, 
Proof. Because E(Xk,,( s 2EIX,( <co, by Lemma 5.2, it follows that for every E > 0 
and for all n sufficiently large (depending on F), 
P(lX;,,l> .a(~:) < P(IX,I > t&p:) c P(lX,l> ;eAa,). 
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Therefore, by (1.2), (iii) and the properties of slowly varying functions, for every 
F > 0, 
Because IX:,,,/ < 2Aa,, the conclusion of this lemma follows if we prove that 
a,,/uL -+ 0 as n + 00. (5.6) 
Now let k 2 1 fixed and denote p = [n/k]. From (3.1) we deduce ai - kai as n -j ~0. 
Also, by using Lemma 5.2, (5.5) and then Proposition 4.1, we have (u:)~- k(aL,,)2 
as n -00. As a consequence a,/cr:, - a,,/uL,,. Moreover, by the proof of Lemma 
5.2, (&,)’ G= B’ max,_i_Sp (c+)~ for every n sufficiently large, where B’ depends 
only on A and the mixing coefficients (but not on k). All these facts and (3.10) 
reduce (5.6) to the study of E max,,,,,lX~,i12/a~. Obviously 
E max IX’,,i12 2 $E ,~f_; XfZ{lXil s Aa,} - E2(X,IZ{(X,I s ha,}. 
Ir-,c_p <_ 
Therefore by (1.2), (i) and by integrating in (3.10) we get 
Denote IV” = max II ,Si.SnJX?J. By integration by parts for every n sufficiently large, 
we have 
= -$A’kP((N;)“> ;A’ka;)+ P((N;)‘>xafJ dx. 
Whence by independence and the inequality (1 -x) s em* for every x, we get 
E(N;)‘Z{N;~Aa,,}/a; 





By (1.2) and (iii) we have 
aA’nP((XT)‘> iA’kac)S ah’rrP((X:‘)‘~ {A’a’,) 
$3 for all n sufficiently large. 
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Therefore by Fatou’s inequality by (1.2), (iii) and above considerations we have 
liminfjO:‘)2~liminfE(~~)2~(N~~Aa,) 





zz (1-exp(-l/x))dx-3 foreveryksl. 
By letting now k + ~0, (5.6) follows. 0 
Lemma 5.4. Sk,~,,jd 3 w(t). 0 
We shall verify the conditions of Theorem 4.1. 
By Lemma 5.2 and (i), (a;)‘~ ai = nh”( n) with c(n) slowly varying at co. Therefore 
for every F > 0, (4.1) is verified. By (5.5), (4.2) is verified and by Lemma 5.3, (4.3) 
is verified. Therefore Theorem 4.1 can be applied and we get the conclusion of this 
lemma. 
As a consequence of Lemma 5.4 we obtain the following result. 
Corollary 5.1. ElSk\/ uk - a as n -+ a. 
Proof. Because {IS~(/o~},, is a uniformly integrable family, it follows that E(S’,j/a:, 
converges to EIN(0, l)[ and the conclusion follows. tl 
By Corollary 5.1 and Lemma 5.4 it follows that: 
Corollary 5.2. S’,,,,,,/&G ElSij -% W(t). q 
By Proposition 3.2 (with q =2), Lemma 5.2 and Corollary 5.1, the family 
max,,,,,lS’,,,l/b:, is uniformly integrable, whence by the Corollary 5.2 and the 
mapping theorem we obtain the following result. 
Corollary 5.3. 
Lemma 5.5. For every E > 0, 
lim lim sup P max I(& b,)-‘S, - (& bL)m’Sk,,J > E = 0. 
*-a n ,sii;;_n > 
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proof. We have the estimate 
E ,m:~~ I(b,J’S; -(bit-‘$A 
s b,‘E,~;; Is~,;l+((b,)~‘-(hb)-‘)E,max i%i 
Lemma 5.1 and Corollary 5.3 reduce the proof of this lemma to showing that 
lim sup a,/ b, d ~0. 
n 
By Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 we can find a constant C = C(+,) such that 
Therefore 
Whence, by Corollary 5.3 and Lemma 5.1, we find that 
C&E sup IW(t)l 
0s r-1 
which completes the proof of this lemma. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By Lemma 5.5 and by Billingsley (1968, Theorem 4.2) it 
follows that S,,,,/(& b,) and SL,,,,,,/(& b:) h ave the same limiting distribution 
and the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 follows by Corollary 5.2. q 
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